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Abstract

We investigate the scenario where a perturbed nonlinear system transmits its output measurements to a remote observer
via a packet-based communication network. The sensors are grouped into N nodes and each of these nodes decides when
its measured data is transmitted over the network independently. The objective is to design both the observer and the
local transmission policies in order to obtain accurate state estimates, while only sporadically using the communication
network. In particular, given a general nonlinear observer designed in continuous-time satisfying an input-to-state
stability property, we explain how to systematically design a dynamic event-triggering rule for each sensor node that
avoids the use of a copy of the observer, thereby keeping local calculation simple. We prove the practical convergence
property of the estimation error to the origin and we show that there exists a uniform strictly positive minimum inter-
event time for each local triggering rule under mild conditions on the plant. The efficiency of the proposed techniques
is illustrated on a numerical case study of a flexible robotic arm.

1. Introduction

While digital networks exhibit a range of benefits for
control applications in terms of ease of installation, main-
tenance and reduced weight and volume, they also require
adapted control theoretical tools to cope with the induced
communication constraints (e.g., sampling, delays, packet
drops, scheduling, quantization), see e.g., [1, 2]. In this
work, we concentrate on the state estimation of nonlin-
ear systems over a digital channel and we focus on the
effect of sampling. In particular, we consider state esti-
mation where the plant is nonlinear, perturbed and com-
municates its measurements over a digital network to a
remote observer, whose goal is to estimate the plant state.
The communication schedule is very important to guaran-
tee good estimation performance. An option is to generate
the transmission instants based on time, in which case we
talk of time-triggered strategies for which various results
are available in the literature, see, e.g., [3–7]. However,
this paradigm may generate (significantly) more transmis-
sions over the network than necessary to fulfill the esti-
mation task, thereby leading to a waste of the network
resources. As a potential and promising solution, one can
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use event-triggered transmissions to overcome this draw-
back, see e.g., [8] and the references therein. In this case,
an event-based triggering rule monitors the plant measure-
ment and/or the observer state and decides when an out-
put transmission is needed.

Various event-triggered techniques are available in the
literature for estimation, see, e.g., [9–24]. Numerous pa-
pers propose to implement a copy of the observer within
the sensor and then use its information to define the trans-
mission instants, see e.g., [9–15]. A possible drawback with
this technique is that it may require significant computa-
tion capabilities on the sensors, especially in the case of
large-scale systems, or highly nonlinear dynamics, which
may be unavailable. Another solution is to follow an event-
triggered strategy, which is only based on a static condition
involving the measured output and its past transmitted
value(s) see, e.g., [16–23]. Consequently, it is not necessary
to implement a copy of the observer in the sensors and thus
the sensors are not required to have significant computa-
tion capabilities. However, such static triggering rules may
generate a lot of transmissions and the results in [16–23]
only apply to specific classes of systems and a centralized
scenario, where all sensors communicate simultaneously
over the network, with the exception of [16, 19]. An alter-
native are self-triggering policies, see e.g., [25, 26], where
the observer requests a new output measurement when it
needs it to perform the estimation. However, the available
results only apply to specific classes of systems. Moreover,
self-triggering rules typically generate more transmissions
than event-triggered ones.

In this paper, we adopt a dynamic event-triggered ap-
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proach based only on the measured output and the last
transmitted output value. This strategy keeps monitoring
the plant output, and thereby may lead to less transmis-
sions compared to a self-triggering approach. Moreover, it
does not require a copy of the observer, which simplifies
the implementation and requires less computation capabil-
ity on the sensor. The main novelties are, first, the design
of a new triggering rule, which involves an auxiliary scalar
variable for each sensor node, that has several benefits as
explained in the sequel. Second, the proposed results ap-
ply to general, perturbed nonlinear systems contrary to
the vast majority of works in the literature, which con-
centrates on specific classes of systems, see e.g., [10–24].
Third, the triggering strategies are decentralized. Indeed,
we consider the scenario with N sensor nodes, where each
node decides independently when to transmit its local data
to the observer via a digital network. Consequently, each
sensor node has its own triggering rule.

Our design is following an emulation-based approach in
the sense that in the first step the observer is designed ig-
noring the effects of the communication network. In par-
ticular, we assume that the observer has been synthesized
in continuous-time in such a way that it satisfies an input-
to-state stability property, that holds for many observer
design techniques of the literature, see e.g., [27, 28] and
the references therein. In the second step, we take the
network into account and propose a new hybrid model us-
ing the formalism of [29, 30]. We then design a dynamic
triggering rule for each sensor node to approximately pre-
serve the original properties of the observer. In particu-
lar, we ensure that the estimation error system satisfies
a global practical stability property and we show that, in
some particular cases, it is possible to recover the same
decay rate for the Lyapunov function along the solutions
as in the absence of the communication network. Note
that, we do not guarantee an asymptotic stability prop-
erty, but a practical one in general, which is a consequence
of the absence of a copy of the observer in the triggering
mechanism as we explain later (see Remark 4). As al-
ready stated, the triggering rules are dynamic in the sense
that they involve a local scalar auxiliary variable, which
essentially filters an absolute threshold type condition, see
e.g., [20–23]. This is a new in the context of estimation,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, and is inspired by
related event-triggering control techniques [31–33]. In ad-
dition, our design of the triggering rules rely on very mild
knowledge of the observer properties; only some qualita-
tive knowledge is needed on the gains appearing in the
input-to-state stability dissipativity property, which is as-
sumed to hold for the state estimation error system, as
will be explained in more detail below.

Compared to [16–19], we do not consider a stochastic
setting and discrete-time plants, but deterministic (non-
linear) continuous-time systems, which raise the issue of
potential Zeno phenomena. Moreover, in our work we
propose a new triggering rule, which filters the absolute
threshold rule proposed in e.g., [20–23] and, as a result,

typically leads to less transmissions, as illustrated on a
numerical robot example in this paper. The closest work
is [24] where a similar triggering rule is presented, but only
for polynomial systems and for a centralized approach (one
communication sensor node only). In contrary, our results
essentially only rely on an input-to-state stability assump-
tion of the estimation error system, which is commonly
satisfied [27]. Moreover we consider the more challenging
case of a decentralized set-up, we provide in-depth charac-
terizations of the domains of the solutions and we provide
various extensions for scenarios where the outputs are af-
fected by additive noise, and where the plant input is also
transmitted over the network (see Section 7). Compared
to our preliminary version of this work [34], here we con-
sider nonlinear systems, instead of linear time-invariant
ones, and the transmission strategy is decentralized, and
not centralized as in [34]. Moreover, the plant is affected
by unknown disturbances and we prove the completeness
of maximal solutions for the overall system.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Pre-
liminaries are stated in Section 2. The problem setting, the
assumption on the observer and the problem statement are
presented in Section 3. The proposed triggering rule and
the overall hybrid system model are given in Section 4.
In Section 5 we analyze the stability properties of the pro-
posed event-triggered observer. In Section 6 we derive var-
ious properties of the solutions domains (completeness of
maximal solutions and the existence of a minimum time
between any two transmissions of each sensor node). Some
generalizations and extensions are presented in Section 7
and a numerical case study on a flexible joint robotic arm
is reported in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes the
paper. Two technical lemmas are given in the Appendix.

2. Preliminaries

The notation R stands for the set of real numbers
and R¥0 :� r0,�8q. We use N to denote the nat-
ural numbers, N � t0, 1, 2, ...u and N¡0 :� t1, 2, ...u.
For a vector x P Rn, |x| denotes its Euclidean norm.
For a matrix A P Rn�m, }A} stands for its 2-induced
norm. For any signal v : R¥0 Ñ Rnv , with nv P N¡0,
}v}rt1,t2s :� ess suptPrt1,t2s |vptq|. Given a real, symmetric

matrix P , its maximum (minimum) eigenvalue is denoted
λmaxpP q pλminpP qq. The notation IN stands for the iden-
tity matrix of dimension N P N¡0, while 0N�M stands for
the null matrix of dimension N�M , with N,M P N¡0. We
consider class-K, K8, KL functions as defined in [29]. We
model hybrid systems in the formalism of [29, 30], namely

H :

"
9x � F px, uq, px, uq P C,

x� P Gpx, uq, px, uq P D, (1)

where C � Rnx � Rnu is the flow set, D � Rnx � Rnu

is the jump set, F is the flow map and G is the jump
map. Solutions to system (1) are defined on hybrid time
domains. A set E � R¥0 � N is a compact hybrid time
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domain if E �
�J�1
j�0 prtj , tj�1s, jq for some finite sequence

of times 0 � t0 ¤ t1 ¤ . . . ¤ tJ and it is a hybrid time
domain if for all pT, Jq P E, EXpr0, T s�t0, 1, . . . , Juq is a
compact hybrid time domain. Given a hybrid time domain
E, supj E :� suptj P N : D t P R¥0 such that pt, jq P Eu.
A hybrid signal x : dom x Ñ Rnx is called a hybrid arc
if xp�, jq is locally absolutely continuous for each j. Given
a set U � Rnu , LU is the set of all functions from R¥0

to U that are Lebesgue measurable and locally essentially
bounded. We consider the notion of solution proposed in
[30]. Hence, a hybrid arc x is a solution to H for a given
input u P LU , if

� for all j P N such that Ij :� tt | pt, jq P dom xu
has nonempty interior, 9xpt, jq P F pxpt, jq, uptqq and
pxpt, jq, uptqq P C for almost all t P Ij ;

� for all pt, jq P dom x such that pt, j � 1q P dom x,
pxpt, jq, uptqq P D and xpt, j � 1q P Gpxpt, jq, uptqq.

A solution x to H for a given input u P LU is maximal, if
there does not exist another solution x̃ to H for the same
input u such that dom x is a proper subset of dom x̃ and
xpt, jq � x̃pt, jq for all pt, jq P dom x. Moreover, a maximal
solution x to H for a given input u P LU is complete, if
domx is unbounded.

3. Problem statement

3.1. Setting

Consider the nonlinear system

9x � fppx, u, vq, y � hpxq, (2)

where xptq P Rnx is the state to be estimated by the ob-
server, uptq P Rnu is the measured input, yptq P Rny is the
output measured by sensors, and vptq P Rnv is an unmea-
sured disturbance input at time t P R¥0 with nx, ny P N¡0,
and nu, nv P N. The inputs u and v to (2) are such that
u P LU and v P LV for some sets U � Rnu and V � Rnv .
The vector field fp : Rnx � Rnu � Rnv Ñ Rnx is locally
Lipschitz in its first argument and continuous in the others
and h : Rnx Ñ Rny is continuously differentiable.

We follow an emulation-based design in the sense that
a continuous-time observer for system (2) is first designed
ignoring the packet-based nature of the communication
network. Afterwards, we will consider the network and
design a triggering rule to decide when the output data
need to be transmitted to the observer in order to approx-
imately preserve its original properties. In particular, we
assume the availability of a continuous-time observer for
system (2) of the form

9z � fopz, u, y, ŷq,

x̂ � ψpzq, ŷ � hpx̂q,
(3)

where zptq P Rnz is the observer state, with nz ¥ nx,
x̂ptq P Rnx is the state estimate, ŷptq is the output esti-
mate at time t P R¥0. The vector field fo : Rnz � Rnu �

Rny � Rny Ñ Rnz is continuous, and ψ : Rnz Ñ Rnx ad-
mits a right inverse ψ�R of ψ, i.e., x � ψpψ�Rpxqq for any
x P Rnx . Often z � x̂, but this does not necessary have
to be the case, like in Kalman filters, which involve extra
variables that can be stacked in vector z. Observer (3)
has a general structure and can be designed using several
observer design procedures, including Luenberger-like ob-
servers and Kalman filters, see e.g., [3, 27], [28, Section
IV] and the references therein. The precise assumption
we make on observer (3) is stated later in this section.
For simplicity, we do not consider in this work the case of
reduced-order observers (see e.g., [35]), but we believe that
similar derivations could be developed in this scenario. We
also adopt the following assumption.

Assumption 1. The plant and the observer have access
to the input u at any time instant.

Assumption 1 is reasonable in many control applications
such as, for example, when the control input is jointly
communicated to the observer and the plant, or when the
input is generated at the observer node, which is collocated
with the plant actuator node. It is worth noting that, when
the plant and/or the observer do not know the input u,
meaning that Assumption 1 is not satisfied, the input u
can be included in the unknown disturbance input v in (2)
and the results presented in the sequel apply, as long as
Assumption 2 presented later holds. Furthermore, in the
case where the input u is transmitted from the plant to the
observer via a digital network, we explain in Section 7.2
how to define a triggering rule for u so that the forthcoming
results hold mutatis mutandis.

We investigate the scenario where the output mea-
surements of system (2) are transmitted to observer (3)
via a digital channel, as depicted in Figure 1. In par-
ticular, we consider the setup where the sensors are
grouped into N nodes, where N P t1, . . . , nyu and we
write, after re-ordering (if necessary), y � py1, . . . , yN q �
ph1pxq, . . . , hN pxqq with yi P Rnyi , nyi P t1, . . . , nyu and
ny1 � . . . � nyN � ny. Each sensor node decides when
its output measurement needs to be transmitted to the
observer over the network, independently of the other sen-
sor nodes. Hence, several nodes are allowed to commu-
nicate at the same time instant. Note that this is not a
strong assumption. Indeed, in practice, the sensors may
use different channels to communicate over the network.
On the other hand, if two or more sensors transmit their
output data on the same channel at the same time in-
stant, there could be some interference in the communi-
cation. These interferences can be modeled as additive
measurement noise and we explain in Section 7.1 how the
proposed approach can be modified to account for mea-
surement noise.

Considering a decentralized setup allows to cover the
case where the sensors are spatially distributed, such as,
for example, in the case of large-scale systems where dif-
ferent sensors are not collocated and transmit their data
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9x � fppx, u, vq
y � hpxq

Plant

u

v y

Node 1

Node N

Sensor 1

Sensor N

...

y1

yN

ETM 1

ETM N

Network

ȳ1

ȳN

9z � fopz, u, ȳ, ŷq
x̂ � ψpzq
ŷ � hpx̂q

Observer

ȳ

u

x̂

Figure 1: Block diagram representing the system architecture (ETM: Event-Triggering Mechanism)

independently. Moreover, compared to a centralized sce-
nario, with the considered setup, only the sensor (or sen-
sors) that needs to communicate transmits its data over
the network, instead of the full plant output vector. As a
result, the data packet size transmitted over the network
can be reduced. Note that, the considered decentralized
setup covers also the case with only one sensor node when
N � 1, for which the results presented afterwards are new
as well.

In this setting, the observer does not know y, but its
networked version ȳ :� pȳ1, . . . , ȳN q P Rny . Each ȳi P
Rnyi , with i P t1, . . . , Nu, is generated with a zero-order-
hold device between two successive transmission instants,
i.e., in terms of the hybrid systems notation of Section 2,

9ȳi � 0 (4)

and, when a transmission of node i occurs the correspond-
ing output yi is transmitted, considering an ideal sampler,
hence

ȳ�i � yi, (5)

otherwise, when another node generates a transmission the
last received value is kept constant, i.e.

ȳ�i � ȳi. (6)

It is worth noting that the zero-order-hold is just a choice
we make to generate the output sampled version ȳi for all
i P t1, . . . , Nu between transmission times. Other options
are for example the first-order-hold and the model-based
holding function [36].

Since the output y is transmitted over the network, ob-
server (3) does not have access to the exact measurement
output y, but its networked version ȳ. As a result, the
observer equations in (3) become

9z � fopz, u, ȳ, ŷq,

x̂ � ψpzq, ŷ � hpx̂q.
(7)

We define the network-induced error for each sensor node
ei :� ȳi � yi P Rnyi , with i P t1, . . . , Nu, and the concate-
nated vector e :� pe1, . . . , eN q � ȳ � y P Rny . We obtain,
in view of (2) and (7),

9z � fopz, u, y � e, ŷq � fopz, u, hpxq � e, hpψpzqqq. (8)

The dynamics of variable ei, for i P t1, . . . , Nu, between
two successive transmission instants is, in view of (2) and
(4) and since hi is (continuously) differentiable,

9ei � 9ȳi � 9yi � �
Bhipxq

Bx
fppx, u, vq �: gipx, u, vq. (9)

Furthermore, at each transmission instant of the i-th sen-
sor node, we have

e�i � 0, (10)

in view of (5), while, for j P t1, . . . , Nu with j � i,

e�j � ej . (11)

3.2. Assumption on the observer

Inspired by [27], we require observer (3) to satisfy the
next input-to-state stability property.

Assumption 2. There exist α, α, α, γ1, . . . , γN , θ P K8,
V : Rnx � Rnz Ñ R¥0 continuously differentiable, such
that for all x P Rnx , z P Rnz , u P U , v P V, e P Rny ,
ŷ P Rny ,

αp|x� ψpzq|q ¤ V px, zq ¤ αp|ψ�Rpxq � z|q (12)

x∇V px, zq, pfppx, u, vq, fopz, u, y � e, ŷqqy ¤

�αpV px, zqq �
N°
i�1

γip|ei|q � θp|v|q.
(13)
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Assumption 2 implies that (3) is a global asymptotic ob-
server when v � 0 for system (2) in the sense that (12) and
(13) guarantee that, in this case, for any initial condition
xp0q P Rnx , zp0q P Rnz and any input pu, vq P LU � t0u,
the corresponding (maximal) solution x and z to (2) and
(3), if complete1, satisfy xptq � x̂ptq Ñ 0 as t Ñ �8,
where x̂ptq � ψpzptqq. More precisely, Assumption 2
implies that the estimation error system x � x̂ satisfies
an input-to-state stability property [37] with respect to
both the network-induced errors ei, which act as additive
measurement noises in (13), and to the unknown distur-
bance input v. In other words, there exist β P KL and
γ P K8 such that, for any input u P LU and any distur-
bance v P LV the corresponding solutions x and z to (2)
and (3) respectively, for all t ¥ 0 satisfy |x̂ptq � xptq| ¤

βp|ψ�Rpxp0qq � zp0q|, tq � γp
N°
i�1

}ei}r0,ts � }v}r0,tsq. Hence,

Assumption 2 is a robustness property of the observer with
respect to measurement noises, which is independent of the
network.

In view of [27, Section VI], the class of observers in (3)
satisfying Assumption 2 cover various observer designs in
the literature, including Luenberger observers for linear
systems, various observers for systems with globally Lips-
chitz vector fields, observers for input affine systems and
extended Kalman filters, see [38] and references therein.
See [28] for further results on input-to-state stability prop-
erties for observers. It is important to notice that for the
design of the triggering rule, that will be presented in Sec-
tion 4, α P K8 and the Lyapunov function V in Assump-
tion 2 are not needed to be known. Indeed, only γi is
needed and, in addition, we have a lot of freedom regard-
ing the definition of γi, as explained later in Remark 1.
Note that we work, for simplicity, with global assumption
(see Assumption 2) but all the analysis could be done in a
more local setting (i.e. semi-global, or regional).

3.3. Problem formulation

Our goal is to design the local triggering rules to de-
cide when each node i needs to transmit its data to ob-
server (3), while approximately preserving the properties
of observer (3) in the absence of the network as stated in
Assumption 2. We assume for this purpose that the N
sensors are sufficiently “smart” so that they have enough
computation capabilities to run a local scalar filter, as de-
tailed in the next section.

4. Design of the triggering rules

In the proposed architecture, each sensor node i P
t1, . . . , Nu has access to its local output measurement yi
and its last transmitted output value ȳi. We also introduce
a set of local scalar variables ηi P R¥0, with i P t1, . . . , Nu.
The ηi-dynamics is, between two successive transmissions

1Completeness of maximal solution will be ensured in Section 6.1

Sensor i
yi

Transmit ȳi when

γip|ei|q ¥ σiαipηiq � εi
where"

9ηi � �αipηiq � ciγip|ei|q

η�i � biηi when node i transmits"
9ȳi � 0,

ȳ�i � yi when node i transmits

ETM i

ȳi

Figure 2: Event triggering mechanism (ETM) of node i, i P
t1, . . . , Nu

of any node and at each transmission of node i, respec-
tively, given by

9ηi � �αipηiq � ciγip|ei|q �: `ipηi, eiq

η�i � biηi

η�j � ηj , j P t1, . . . , Nu with j � i,

(14)

where γi P K8 comes from Assumption 2, while αi P K8,
ci ¥ 0, bi P r0, 1s are design functions and parameters. In
particular, equation (14) means that when node i trans-
mits, with i P t1, . . . , Nu, the corresponding ηi is updated
according to η�i � biηi, while the auxiliary scalar variables
ηj , with j P t1, . . . , Nu, j � i, associated to the other sen-
sors are not updated. The auxiliary scalar variable ηi is
used to define the triggering instants for sensor node i.
Indeed, sensor i, with i P t1, . . . , Nu, transmits its output
measurement only when the condition

γip|ei|q ¥ σiαipηiq � εi (15)

is satisfied, where σi ¥ 0 and εi ¡ 0 are additional design
parameters, as summarized in Figure 2. The variables ηi in
(14), for i P t1, . . . , Nu, and the triggering rule in (15) are
inspired by the dynamic event-triggered mechanism in [31]
in the context of control. The proposed triggering rule is
a filtered version of the absolute threshold triggering rule
in e.g., [20–23], which we recover by letting σi � 0 for all
i P t1, . . . , Nu in (15). This dynamic rule is generally able
to reduce the number of transmissions over the network,
as illustrated on an example in Section 8.

The design functions and parameters αi, ci, bi, σi and
εi in (14) and (15) can be selected differently for different
i P t1, . . . , Nu. We can therefore design them to trigger
more often the transmissions of more relevant output data
and less frequently the ones whose information is less im-
portant. Note that the parameter εi is essential to avoid
the Zeno phenomena. Indeed, we will show in Section 6.2,
under mild extra conditions, that there exists a strictly
positive minimum time between any two transmissions of
the same sensor node, which vanishes when εi � 0.

Remark 1. To design the triggering mechanism it is not
necessary to know α P K8 and the Lyapunov function V
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in Assumption 2 in view of (14)-(15): only γi is needed,
and, as a result, there is a lot of freedom regarding the
definition of γi. Indeed, if Assumption 2 is satisfied with
some γ1, . . . , γN P K8, then Assumption 2 holds with any
γ̃1, . . . , γ̃N P K8 verifying γiprq � Opγ̃iprqq as r Ñ �8
with a different V and a different α in view of Lemma 1
in the appendix. This implies for instance that, when As-
sumption 2 holds with γi quadratic for all i P t1, . . . , Nu,
the γi’s can be replaced by any quadratic function in (14)-
(15). We will exploit this property in the example in Sec-
tion 8. Note that, in this case, the proposed technique
will not necessary approximately preserve the input-to-
state stability property of observer (3), but it still ensures
a desirable input-to-state stability property.

Remark 2. The ηi-system and the triggering rule in (14)
and (15) are special cases of a more general setup. In-
deed, we can design the auxiliary scalar variable ηi, i P
t1, . . . , Nu, with the dynamics 9ηi :� �qαipηiq � qγip|ei|q, in-
stead of (14), with any qαi P K8 and any qγi P K8. The
update η�i , i P t1, . . . , Nu, is the same as in (14). Re-
garding the triggering rule, let di be any non-decreasing
continuous function from R¥0 to R¥0, which can be equal
to 0 only at 0. The triggering rule in (15) can then be

replaced by γip|ei|q �
Bdipηiq
Bηi

qγip|ei|q ¤ σi
Bdipηiq
Bηi

qαipηiq � εi,

where di P K8 is defined as dipsq :�
³s
0
dipτqdτ for all

s ¥ 0 and σi P p0, 1q for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. The results in
this paper hold mutatis mutandis using this more general
dynamics for the ηi, i P t1, . . . , Nu, and for the triggering
rules. We do not consider this more general setup in the
paper to not over-complicate the result and to not blur the
main message of the work.

We write η :� pη1, . . . , ηN q P RN¥0 and we define the
overall state as q :� px, z, e, ηq P Q :� Rnx � Rnz � Rny �
RN¥0 and the overall input w :� pu, vq P W :� U � V. We
obtain the hybrid model#

9q � F pq, wq, q P C
q� P Gpqq, q P D.

(16)

where the flow map F is defined as, for any q P C and any
w PW,

F pq, wq:�
�
fppx,wq, fopz, u, hpxq, hpψpzqqq, gpx,wq, `pη, eq

�
,

(17)
where gpx,wq :� pg1px,wq, . . . , gN px,wqq with gi in (9)
and `pη, eq :� p`1pη1, e1q, . . . , `N pηN , eN qq with `i in (14).
The flow set C is defined as

C :�
N£
i�1

Ci (18)

with
Ci :� tq P Q : γip|ei|q ¤ σiαipηiq � εiu , (19)

for any i P t1, . . . , Nu. On the other hand, the jump set
D is defined as

D :�
N¤
i�1

Di (20)

with

Di :� tq P Q : γip|ei|q ¥ σiαipηiq � εiu , (21)

for any i P t1, . . . , Nu. Sets C and D in (18)-(21) are
such that a transmission is triggered whenever one of the
conditions γip|ei|q ¥ σiαipηiq�εi is satisfied by at least one
sensor node, as illustrated in Figure 2. These conditions
may be verified simultaneously by different sensor nodes.
In this case, several jumps may occur immediately one
after the other, with no flow in between.

The set-valued jump map G in (16) is defined as, for
any q P D,

Gpqq :�
N¤
i�1

Gipqq, (22)

with

Gipqq :�

$''''&''''%

����
x
z

Λie
pbipIN � Γiq � Γiqη

��� q P Di

H q R Di,

(23)

where Λi is the block diagonal matrix of dimension ny with
N blocks, where the i-th block is 0nyi

�nyi
, while all the

other blocks are Inyj
, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, j P t1, . . . , Nu,

with j � i. Moreover, Γi is the diagonal matrix of dimen-
sion N with all elements on the diagonal being equal to 1
except for the i-th element, which is 0, for i P t1, . . . , Nu.
The set Di corresponds to the region of the state space
where a triggering of node i is allowed. Indeed, a jump
in (16) corresponds to a transmission of one current out-
put yi to the observer. In this case x� � x, z� � z,
e�i � 0, e�j � ej , η

�
i � biηi and η�j � ηj for j P t1, . . . , Nu

with j � i. The empty set in (23) essentially means that
we consider the jump map Gi only when its argument is
in the jump set Di. Indeed, in our setting, each sensor
performs its output transmission, according to Gi, inde-
pendently of the other sensors and the transmission does
not affect the other sensor nodes. However, this notation
is useful because we also have to define Gipqq when q R Di
in view of the definition of the jump set D in (20)-(21).
Note also that the empty set in (23) guarantees that the
jump map G in (22) is outer semicontinuous and locally
bounded relative to the jump set D, which is necessary to
satisfy the hybrid basic conditions [29, Assumption 6.5].

We are ready to proceed with the design of αi, σi, ci, εi,
bi in (14)-(15) and the stability analysis of system (16).

5. Stability guarantees

We first present Lyapunov properties in Sections 5.1,
then we derive stability guarantees in Section 5.2. The
corresponding proofs are provided in Section 5.3.
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5.1. Lyapunov properties

The objective of this section is to prove that the pro-
posed event-triggered observer satisfies a uniform global
practical stability property, as defined below.

Definition 1. Observer (7) is uniform globally practically
stable for system (2), if there exist β� P KL and γ� P K8

such that, for any ν ¡ 0 there exist non-empty sets of
values for parameters σi, ci, εi and bi such that for any
input w P LW , any corresponding solution q to (16)-(23),
for all pt, jq P dom q, satisfies

|xpt, jq � x̂pt, jq| ¤β�p|pψ�Rpxp0, 0qq � zp0, 0q, ηp0, 0qq|, tq

� γ�pν � θp}v}r0,tsqq, (24)

where θ P K8 comes from Assumption 2.

For this purpose, we first prove a Lyapunov stability prop-
erty for the overall system (16) in the next theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose Assumptions 1-2 hold and consider
the hybrid model (16)-(23). For any ν ¡ 0, select σ�i ¡
0, c�i ¥ 0 such that σ�i c

�
i   1 and di ¡ d�i where d�i :�

σ�i
1� σ�i c

�
i

¡ 0 and select ε�i ¡ 0 such that
Ņ

i�1

p1�dic
�
i qε

�
i ¤

ν, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. Define

Upqq :� V px, zq �
Ņ

i�1

diηi, (25)

for any q P Q. Then, there exist αU , αU P K8 such that
for any αi P K8 in (14), σi P r0, σ�i s, ci P r0, c�i s, εi P
p0, ε�i s and bi P r0, 1s, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, the following
properties hold.

(i) For any q P Q,

αU p|px� ψpzq, ηq|q ¤ Upqq ¤ αU p|pψ
�Rpxq � z, ηq|q.

(26)

(ii) For any q P C and any w PW,

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤

�αpV px, zqq �
N°
i�1

δiαipηiq � ν � θp|v|q,
(27)

where α, θ P K8 come from Assumption 2, and δi :�
di � σ�i p1� dic

�
i q ¡ 0.

(iii) For any q P D, for any g P Gpqq,

Upgq ¤ Upqq. (28)

Theorem 1 shows the existence of a Lyapunov function U
for system (16)-(23), which guarantees a uniform practical
stability property, where the adjustable parameter is ν.
The conditions of Theorem 1 can always be ensured. In-
deed, we just need to select σ�i and c�i such that σ�i c

�
i   1,

for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, which is always possible and then all
the other parameters can be selected such that conditions
in Theorem 1 hold. Moreover, ν in (27) can be taken ar-
bitrary small. However, typically the smaller ν is selected,
the higher the number of transmissions required. In Theo-
rem 1, we first fix ν and then we present how to select the
design parameters in order to obtain the Lyapunov prop-
erties in (26)-(28). An alternative approach is to select
σi and ci such that σici   1 for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, and
then, by simply selecting bi P r0, 1s, and any positive value
for εi, any αi P K8, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, (26)-(28) hold
for some strictly positive ν. The selection of the design
parameters in the example in Section 8 is done exploiting
this second strategy.

Remark 3. In absence of network, Lyapunov function V
decays with a rate α P K8 along the solutions to (2) and
(3) according to Assumption 2. We can ensure any decay
rate αU P K8 such that αU ¤ α on flows for the Lyapunov
function U along the solutions to (16)-(23) on any given
compact set by suitably selecting αi in (14), for all i P
t1, . . . , Nu. The result is global in some special cases, like
when α P K8 is subadditive, i.e. αps1q�αps2q ¥ αps1�s2q,
for all s1, s2 ¥ 0, or when α P K8 is uniformly continuous,
see also Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 in the Appendix.

5.2. Uniform global practical stability property

Based on Theorem 1, we prove that the event-triggered
observer satisfies a global practical stability property.

Proposition 1. Consider system (16)-(23) and suppose
Assumptions 1-2 hold. For any ν ¡ 0, select αi, σi, ci,
εi, di and bi as in Theorem 1 for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. Then
there exist β� P KL and γ� P K8, all independent of ν,
such that, for any input w P LW , any solution q satisfies
for all pt, jq P dom q,

|pxpt, jq � x̂pt, jq, ηpt, jqq|

¤β�p|pψ�Rpxp0, 0qq � zp0, 0q, ηp0, 0qq|, tq

� γ�pν � θp}v}r0,tsqq, (29)

with θ P K8 from Assumption 2.

Proposition 1 guarantees that the estimation error x �
x̂ satisfies a uniform global practical stability property.
Moreover, (29) also ensures that the ηi components, with
i P t1, . . . , Nu, are bounded and converge to a neighbor-
hood of the origin. Note that for general nonlinear systems
it is difficult to analyze the impact of the parameters on
β� and γ� in (29). However, this can be done in some spe-
cific cases, as we will show in Theorem 2 in the case when
Assumption 2 is satisfied with a linear α P K8 as well as
in our preliminary version of this work in [34, Theorem 1]
in the context of linear systems in absence of disturbances.

Remark 4. To ensure an asymptotic stability property for
the estimation error system, in the sense that (24) holds
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with ν � 0, as opposed to a practical one as in Proposi-
tion 1, we argue that a different set-up would be needed,
which would require to implement a copy of the observer at
each node. Indeed, a typical way to ensure an asymptotic
stability property for the estimation error system when em-
ulating an observer of the form of (3) is not to only hold
the plant output y as we do in (8) but the output esti-
mation error ȳ � y see e.g., [3, 39, 40]. In this case,
the network-induced error associated to node i becomes
pȳi � ˆ̄yiq � pyi � ŷiq. Hence, for the local triggering rule
i to evaluate this network-induced error, it would need to
know ŷi, which can only be done by implementing a local
copy of the observer at node i to generate ŷi. Because our
goal is precisely not to rely on a copy of the observer at
each node, as explained in the introduction, the triggering
rules we present do not rely on ŷi, but only on yi (and ηi),
which leads to a practical stability property.

As mentioned before, we do not need to know α P K8

and V to design the triggering conditions such that the
results in Theorem 1 and in Proposition 1 hold. However,
the knowledge of α P K8 is useful when we want to recover
the decay rate α P K8 of the Lyapunov function along
solutions in absence of network, as formalized below for
the case where Assumption 2 holds with α linear, see also
Remark 3.

Theorem 2. Consider system (16)-(23) and suppose As-
sumption 1 holds and Assumption 2 is satisfied with αpsq �
as, for any s ¥ 0 with a ¡ 0. For any aU P p0, as
and µ ¡ 0 select αi, ci, σi, εi and bi as follows for all
i P t1, . . . , Nu.

(i) ci P r0, c
�
i s and σi P r0, σ

�
i s, where c�i ¥ 0 and σ�i ¡ 0

are such that σ�i c
�
i   1, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu.

(ii) αipsq � ais for any s ¥ 0 with ai ¥ a�i and a�i ¡ 0
such that a�i ¡

aU
1�σ�i c

�
i
, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu.

(iii) bi P r0, 1s, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu.

(iv) εi P p0, ε
�
i s for all i P t1, . . . , Nu and ε�1 � . . . � ε�N ¤

aUµ

1� ς
with ς :� maxtd1c

�
1, . . . , dNc

�
Nu, where di :�

σ�i
�
1� σ�i c

�
i �

aU
a�i

��1
¡ 0, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu.

Then, for U defined in (25) with di selected as in item
(iv), which satisfies the condition stated in Theorem 1, for
all i P t1, . . . , Nu, for any solution q with input w P LW

and any pt, jq P dom q, V pxpt, jq, zpt, jqq �
N°
i�1

diηipt, jq ¤

e�aU tpV pxp0, 0q, zp0, 0qq�
N°
i�1

diηip0, 0qq�µ�
1
aU
θp}v}r0,tsq.

Theorem 2 guarantees that it is always possible to re-
cover the same decay rate of the Lyapunov function along
solutions in absence of network when the observer satisfies
Assumption 2 with α linear. In particular, with Theorem 2

we guarantee, in presence of network, a convergence rate

aU P p0, as for Upqq � V px, zq �
N°
i�1

diηi along solutions to

(16)-(23), which can therefore be equal to the decay rate
a of V in absence of network.

It is important to notice that many observers in the
literature satisfy Assumption 2 with a linear α, see [27].
Moreover, it is always possible to ensure the conditions
in Theorem 2, like in Theorem 1. Indeed, selecting σ�i
and c�i such that σ�i c

�
i   1 for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, which is

always possible, we have that all the other parameters can
be always chosen such that items (ii)-(iv) of Theorem 2
are satisfied.

5.3. Proofs

5.3.1. Proof of Theorem 1

Let all conditions of Theorem 1 hold.
Item (i) of Theorem 1 follows from (12) and (25) and

the application of [41, Lemma 4]. In particular, it holds

with αU psq :� min
!
α
�

s
N�1

	
, d1

s
N�1 , . . . , dN

s
N�1

)
and

αU psq � αpsq �
N°
i�1

dis for any s ¥ 0.

We now prove that item (ii) of Theorem 1 holds. Let
q P C and w P W. In view of (13), (14) and (25),

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αpV px, zqq �
N°
i�1

γip|ei|q � θp|v|q �

N°
i�1

dip�αipηiq � ciγip|ei|qq � �αpV px, zqq �
N°
i�1

diαipηiq �

N°
i�1

p1 � diciqγip|ei|q � θp|v|q. Since q P C, we have from

(19) that γip|ei|q ¤ σiαipηiq � εi for all i P t1, . . . , Nu.
Hence, the next inequality holds x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤

�αpV px, zqq �
N°
i�1

diαipηiq �
N°
i�1

p1� diciqpσiαipηiq � εiq �

θp|v|q � �αpV px, zqq�
N°
i�1

pdi�σip1�diciqqαipηiq�
N°
i�1

p1�

diciqεi � θp|v|q. Due to the conditions σi P r0, σ�i s, ci P
r0, c�i s and εi P p0, ε

�
i s in Theorem 1, x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤

�αpV px, zqq�
N°
i�1

pdi�σ
�
i p1�dic

�
i qqαipηiq�

N°
i�1

p1�dic
�
i qε

�
i�

θp|v|q. Using the definitions of δi in item piiq of Theo-

rem 1 and the fact that ν ¥
Ņ

i�1

p1 � dic
�
i qε

�
i , we obtain

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αpV px, zqq�
N°
i�1

δiαipηiq�ν�θp|v|q,

where δi is strictly positive for any i P t1, . . . , Nu as
di ¡ d�i and σ�i c

�
i   1. The proof of item (ii) is complete.

We finally prove that item (iii) of Theorem 1 is sat-
isfied. Let q P D, in view of (14) and (23) and since
bi P r0, 1s for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, for any g P Gpqq, there
exists k P t1, . . . , Nu such that g P Gkpqq, hence Upgq �

V px, zq �
N°
i�1
i�k

diηi � dkbkηk ¤ V px, zq �
N°
i�1

diηi � Upqq,

which concludes the proof of item (iii).
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5.3.2. Proof of Proposition 1

Consider the Lyapunov function U defined in
(25). From item (ii) of Theorem 1 and [41,
Lemma 4], we derive that for any q P C and
w P W, x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αU pUpqqq � ν � θp|v|q,
where αU psq :� min

 
α
�
s
2

�
, αη

�
s
2

�(
and

αηpsq :� min
 
δ1α1

�
s
d̄N

�
, . . . , δNαN

�
s
d̄N

�(
, with

d̄ :� maxtd1, . . . , dNu. Hence, given ζ P p0, 1q, when
ν � θp|v|q ¤ p1� ζqαU pUpqqq,

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �ζαU pUpqqq. (30)

We then follow similar steps as in [29, proof of Theorem
3.18]. Let w P LW and q be a solution to system (16)-(23).
Pick any pt, jq P dom q and let 0 � t0 ¤ t1 ¤ � � � ¤ tj�1 � t

satisfy dom q X pr0, ts � t0, 1, . . . , juq �
�j
k�0rtk, tk�1s �

tku. For each k P t0, . . . , ju and almost all s P rtk, tk�1s,
qps, kq P C. In view of (30), applying [42, pages 19-21],
there exists βU P KL, γU P K8 such that Upqps, kqq ¤
βU pUpqptk, kqq, s � tkq � γU pν � θp}v}rtk,ssqq for all s P

rtk, tk�1s, for all k P t0, . . . , ju. Consequently, we have, for
any k P t0, . . . , ju,

Upqptk�1, kqq ¤ βU ppUpqptk, kqq, tk�1 � tkq

� γU pν � θp}v}r0,tk�1s
qq

(31)

On the other hand, from item (iii) of Theorem 1, for each
k P t1, . . . , ju,

Upqptk, kqq � Upqptk, k � 1qq ¤ 0 @k P t1, . . . , ju. (32)

From (31) and (32), we deduce that for any pt, jq P dom q,

Upqpt, jqq ¤ βU pUpqp0, 0qq, tq � γU pν � θp}v}r0,tsqq. (33)

Using the U definition in (25), we obtain

V pxpt, jq, zpt, jqq �
N°
i�1

diηipt, jq ¤ βU pV pxp0, 0q, zp0, 0qq �

N°
i�1

diηip0, 0q, tq � γU pν � θp}v}r0,tsqq. From the

last inequality, by using (26), we derive (29)
with β�ps, tq :� α�1

U pβU pαU psq, tq P KL and
γ�psq :� α�1

U pγU psqq for all s, t ¥ 0. This concludes
the proof.

5.3.3. Proof of Theorem 2

Let all conditions of Theorem 2 hold and consider the
Lyapunov function U defined in (25) with di satisfying
item (iv) of Theorem 2. Note that di satisfies the condition
di ¡ d�i in Theorem 1. As αpsq � as and αipsq � ais for
any s ¥ 0, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, by following the steps of
the proof of Theorem 1, we derive that for any q P C and

w PW, x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �aV px, zq�
N°
i�1

δiaiηi�
N°
i�1

p1�

dic
�
i qε

�
i � θp|v|q. Defining aη :� min

!
δ1a1
d1

, . . . , δNaNdN

)
¡ 0,

we obtain

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy

¤ �aV px, zq � aη
N°
i�1

diηi �
N°
i�1

p1� dic
�
i qε

�
i � θp|v|q

¤ �minta, aηupV px, zq �
N°
i�1

diηiq

�
N°
i�1

p1� dic
�
i qε

�
i � θp|v|q

� �minta, aηuUpqq �
N°
i�1

p1� dic
�
i qε

�
i � θp|v|q

¤ �aUUpqq �
N°
i�1

p1� dic
�
i qε

�
i � θp|v|q,

(34)
where the last inequality comes from the choice of param-
eters. Indeed, when minta, aηu � a, then �minta, aηu �
�a ¤ �aU . Conversely, when minta, aηu � aη �

min
!
δ1a1
d1

, . . . , δNaNdN

)
, we have from the definition of δi

in item (ii) of Theorem 1, for all i P t1, . . . , nu, � δiai
di

�

�pdi � σ�i p1� dic
�
i qq

ai
di
¤ �pdi � σ�i p1� dic

�
i qq

a�i
di
� �

�
1�

σ�i
�

1
di
� c�i

��
a�i and since di � σ�i

�
1 � σ�i c

�
i �

aU
a�i

��1
, we

derive that � δiai
di

¤ �aU . Therefore (34) holds and since
N°
i�1

ε�i ¤
aUµ
1�ς , with ς � maxtd1c

�
1, . . . , dNc

�
Nu, we have

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �aUUpqq � p1� ςq
N°
i�1

ε�i � θp|v|q

¤ �aUUpqq � aUµ� θp|v|q.
(35)

The desired result is obtained by following similar lines as
in the proof of Proposition 1.

6. Properties of the solution domains

We present in this section the properties of the domain
of the solutions to system (16)-(23). In Section 6.1, we
show that maximal solutions are complete, while in Sec-
tion 6.2 we prove that the time between any two consec-
utive transmissions of each sensor node is lower-bounded
by a uniform strictly positive constant.

6.1. Completeness of maximal solutions

The results in Theorem 1, Proposition 1 and Theorem
2 are valid on the domain of the solutions, but we did not
say anything yet about completeness of maximal solutions.
Extra properties on the system plant and the observer are
needed for this purpose. In particular, we assume that
system (2) is forward complete and observer (8) has the
unboundeness observability property with respect to out-
put x̂ [43], as formalized in the next assumption.

Assumption 3. The following hold.

(i) For any initial condition x0 in Rnx and any input in
LW , the maximal solution to (2) is complete.
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(ii) For any input u P LU and y P LRny , any maximal
solution z to system (8) defined on r0, t�q with t� :�
supt dom q   8 satisfies lim suptÑt� |x̂ptq| � 8.

Note that Assumption 3 is needed to prove completeness
of maximal solutions, but it is not needed for the stability
results in Section 5 to hold. We are now ready to prove the
completeness of maximal solutions of system (16)-(23).

Theorem 3. Under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, any maxi-
mal solution to system (16)-(23) is complete.

Proof: We exploit [30, Proposition 6]. Let w P LW and
q be a maximal solution to (16)-(23) with w as input. We
denote, for the sake of convenience, ξ :� qp0, 0q P Q. By
definition of C and D in (18)-(21), ξ P C Y D. Suppose
ξ P CzD, we want to prove that q is not trivial. Since
F is continuous and w P LW , from [44, Proposition S1]
there exist ε ¡ 0 and an absolutely continuous function
z : r0, εs Ñ Q such that zp0q � ξ, 9zptq � F pzptq, wptqq
for almost all t P r0, εs. We now write z � pzx, zz, ze, zηq
where ze � pze1 , . . . , zeN q and zη � pzη1 , . . . , zηN q. By the
definition of F , zηptq ¥ 0 for any t P r0, εs. Moreover,
since ξ P CzD, zp0q � ξ and z is (absolutely) continuous,
there exists ε1 P p0, εs such that, for any i P t1, . . . , Nu,
γip|zeiptq|q ¤ σiαipzηiptqq � εi for almost all t P r0, ε1s.
Consequently, zptq P C for almost all t P r0, ε1s. We have
proved that the viability condition in [30, Proposition 6]
holds, which implies that q is non-trivial.

To prove that q is complete, we need to exclude items
(b) and (c) in [30, Proposition 6]. Item (c) cannot occur
because GpDq � C YD and the jump set imposes no con-
dition on w. On the other hand, to exclude item (b), q
must not blow up in finite time. Hence, each component
of q must not blow up in finite time. Let q � px, z, e, ηq.
By Assumption 3, we have that x cannot blow up in fi-
nite time. Moreover, z cannot do so as well in view of
Proposition 1 and item (ii) of Assumption 3. In addition,
e cannot blow up in finite time by its definition and ηi
cannot in view of its dynamics (14) and because ei does
not, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. Hence, item (b) in [30, Proposi-
tion 6] cannot occur. Consequently, we conclude that any
maximal solution to (16)-(23) is complete. �

6.2. Minimum individual inter-event time

To exclude the Zeno phenomena, in this section we guar-
antee the existence of a strictly positive minimum time
between any two transmissions of each sensor node, which
is an important requirement that is needed in practical
applications. For this purpose, we adopt a mild bounded-
ness condition on plant (2). As this property is satisfied
for each sensor node, and not for the overall system, it is
an individual inter-event time property, as in [45, Defini-
tion 3]. Indeed, simultaneous or arbitrarily close in time
transmissions performed by different sensor nodes are al-
lowed, which cannot be avoided due to the decentralized
nature of the setting, see Fig. 1.

We define, like in [45], the set of hybrid times at which
a jump occurs due to a transmission of sensor i for i P
t1, . . . , Nu, as

Tipqq :� tpt, jq P dom q : qpt, jq P Di and

qpt, j � 1q P Gipqpt, jqqu.
(36)

From the definition of Ci and Di in (19) and (21), we see
that the time between two consecutive transmissions of a
specific sensor i is lower-bounded by the time it takes for
|ei| to grow from 0, which is the value after a jump due to
sensor i, according to (23), to at least γ�1

i pεiq. To prove
that this time is lower-bounded by a strictly positive con-
stant, we want to exploit the fact that the time derivative
of ei is bounded. For this purpose, recalling that from (9)

we have 9ei � gipx, u, vq � gipx,wq � � Bhipxq
Bx fppx,wq, we

define the following set, for any given E ¡ 0,

SE :�

"
pq, wq P Q�W :

����BhipxqBx
fppx,wq

���� ¤ E ,

@i P t1, . . . , Nu

*
,

(37)

Note that, we can take the same E for all i P t1, . . . , Nu.
Indeed, if this is not the case and the set SE in (37) is
defined with arbitrarily (large) constants Ei, which can
be different for i P t1, . . . , Nu, we can always take E :�
maxiPt1,...,Nu Ei, and obtain (37). We now restrict the flow
and jump sets in (18)-(21) to obtain the following hybrid
system

9q � F pq, wq, pq, wq P CE :� pC �Wq X SE

q� P Gpqq, pq, wq P DE :� pD �Wq X SE .
(38)

With the sets CE and DE , we essentially only consider solu-
tions to system (16) such that the norm of the derivative
of ei is bounded. Hence, Theorem 1, Proposition 1 and
Theorem 2 apply to system (38). It is important to notice
that the constraint (37) does not need to be implemented
in the triggering rule: it is only used here for analysis pur-
poses. Moreover, this constraint is always verified as long
as the solution to plant (2) evolves in a compact set, which
is usually the case in practical applications.

In the next theorem we prove the existence of a strictly
positive individual minimum inter-event time [45, Defini-
tion 3] between any two consecutive transmissions of any
sensor node for system (38).

Theorem 4. Consider system (38) with E ¡ 0 under As-
sumptions 1-2. Then, for any input w P LW , any solution
q has an individual minimum inter-event time, in the sense
that for any i P t1, . . . , Nu and any pt, jq, pt1, j1q P Tipqq,

t� j   t1 � j1 ùñ t1 � t ¥ τi (39)

with τi :�
γ�1
i pεiq

E
, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. As a conse-

quence, for any input w P LW , any solution q to (38) has
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an average dwell-time, in the sense that, for any pt, jq,
pt1, j1q P dom q with t� j ¤ t1 � j1, j � j1 ¤ 1

τ pt� t1q �N
holds with τ :� 1

N mintτ1, . . . , τNu.

Proof: Let w P LW and q be a solution to system (38).
Pick any pt, jq P dom q and let 0 � t0 ¤ t1 ¤ � � � ¤ tj�1 � t

satisfy dom q X pr0, ts � t0, 1, . . . , juq �
�j
k�0rtk, tk�1s �

tku. For each k P t0, . . . , ju and almost all s P rtk, tk�1s,
pqps, kq, wps, kqq P CE . Then, for almost all s P rtk, tk�1s,
from (9) and (38), pqps, kq, wps, kqq P CE � pC �Wq X SE
and, in view of (37),

d

ds
|ei| �

����BhipxqBx
fppx,wq

���� ¤ E , (40)

for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. Let i P t1, . . . , Nu, from (23), when
ptk, kq R Tipqq, eiptk�1, k�1q � eiptk, kq. Conversely, when
ptk, kq P Tipqq, eiptk�1, k � 1q � 0.

Let ptk, kq P Tipqq and t1k1 :� inf
 
t ¥ tk : |eipt, k

1q| �

γ�1
i pεiq with k1 ¥ k such that pt, k1q P dom q

(
. Note that

t1k1 is not necessary the next time after tk at which sensor
node i generates a transmission, and that, between tk and
t1k1 only jumps, which are not due to sensor node i, may
occur. Consider that there are n P N of these jumps. Note
that n is finite because of (40) and because the sampled
induced errors ei are reset to 0 after a jump, according to
(23). From (40), we have that for all m P r0, n � 1s and
almost all s P rtk�m, tk�m�1s,

d

ds
|eips, �q| ¤ E . (41)

Integrating this equation and applying the comparison
principle [46, Lemma 3.4], we obtain, for all m P r0, n� 1s
and almost all s P rtk�m, tk�m�1s, |eips, k � mq| ¤
|eiptk�m, k � mq| � Eps � tk�mq. Similarly, for all s P
rtk�n, t

1
ks, |eips, k � nq| ¤ |eiptk�n, k � nq| � Eps � tk�nq.

Moreover, recalling that when ptk, kq R Tipqq, eiptk�1, k �
1q � eiptk, kq, we obtain that, for all s P rtk, t

1
ks

|eips, k
1q| ¤ |eiptk, kq| � Eps� tkq, (42)

for k1 P rk, k � ns, such that ps, k1q P dom q. Moreover,
since ptk, kq P Tipqq, eiptk, kq � 0 and (42) becomes

|eips, k
1q| ¤ Eps� tkq, @s P rtk, t

1
ks. (43)

As a consequence, the time it takes for s ÞÑ Eps � tkq

to grow from 0 to γ�1
i pεiq is τi �

γ�1
i pεiq
E ¡ 0, for all

i P t1, . . . , Nu and it lower-bounds t1k � tk in view of (43).
Let w P LW and q be a solution to system (38). Pick
any pt, jq, pt1, j1q P dom q such that t � j ¤ t1 � j1. For
any i P t1, . . . , Nu, denote with nipt, t

1q the number of
transmission of node i that occur between pt, jq and pt1, j1q.
In view of the above developments, we have that nipt, t

1q ¤

t1�t
τi

�1. Noting that
N°
i�1

nipt, t
1q � j1� j, we have j1� j ¤

N°
i�1

p t
1�t
τi

� 1q. Using τ � 1
N mintτ1, . . . , τNu and we obtain

j1 � j ¤ 1
τ pt

1 � tq �N , which concludes the proof. �

The event-triggered observer presented in this paper
guarantees a strictly positive individual minimum inter-
event time between transmissions according to Theorem 4.
Therefore, the time between any two consecutive transmis-
sions of sensor i is always greater or equal than the strictly
positive constant τi, which can be arbitrarily tuned using
the design parameter εi. However, the larger τi is de-
sired or needed for a practical application, the larger εi
has to be chosen and consequently, ν in Theorem 1 in-
creases. Note that to guarantee the individual minimum
inter-transmissions time we do not need Assumption 3.

Remark 5. The proposed triggering rules stop the trans-
missions of sensor i, when the sampling-induced error ei,
i P t1, . . . , Nu, becomes and remains small enough, i.e.,
if there exists pt, jq P dom q such that |eipt

1, j1q|   γ�1
i pεiq

for all pt1, j1q P dom q with t1 � j1 ¥ t � j, i P t1, . . . , Nu,
then supj Tipqq   8. Moreover, if the sampling-induced
errors of all sensors become and remain small enough, no
transmissions occurs anymore, i.e., supj dom q   8. We
believe that this is a clear advantage over time-triggered
strategies, where output yi is always transmitted, even if
its information is not needed to perform the estimation,
see [34, Figure 3] for an illustration.

7. Extensions

In this section, we discuss generalizations and extensions
of the results presented so far. In Section 7.1 we discuss the
modifications needed in presence of measurement noise,
while in Section 7.2 we consider the case when the input
u is sampled and transmitted to the observer via a digital
network and we propose a triggering condition for u, which
is compatible with the previous results.

7.1. Additive measurement noise

In the case where the system output is affected by ad-
ditive measurement noise, system (2) becomes

9x � fppx, u, vq

ỹ � hpxq �m,
(44)

with m P LM, where M :� M1 � � � � �MN � Rny1 �
� � � � RnyN . The output measured by sensor i, with i P
t1, . . . , Nu is

ỹi � yi �mi (45)

where mi P LMi is the measurement noise of sensor i.
We assume that we know a bound on the L8-norm of the
measurement noise. Therefore, the set Mi is defined as

Mi :� tqmi P Rnyi : |qmi| ¤ miu (46)

for some mi P R¥0. Consequently, the observer does not
know the real output yi, but its sampled noisy version, due
to the network, ˜̄yi :� ȳi � m̄i, where m̄i is the networked
version of the measurement noise mi, with i P t1, . . . , Nu.
Due to the measurement noise, sensor i does not know
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the network-induced error ei, but only ẽi, which is the
network-induced error of sensor i in presence of noise,
which is defined following [45],

ẽi :� ˜̄yi � ỹi � ȳi � m̄i � yi �mi � ei � m̄i �mi (47)

for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. As a consequence, the triggering rule
cannot rely on ei, and sensor i needs to decide when the
measured output ỹi has to be transmitted to the observer
based on ẽi. We therefore replace the dynamic of ηi in (14)
by 9η̃i � �αipη̃iq � ciγip|ẽi|q and the triggering rule in (15)
by γip|ẽi|q ¥ σiαipη̃iq � εi, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. We can
then follow similar lines as in [45] to guarantee a practical
input-to-state stability property for the estimation error
system and a semi-global individual minimum inter-event
time. We just need to select εi ¡ γip2miq, for all i P
t1, . . . , Nu and then all the previous results hold. Note
that, since, in presence of measurement noise we have a
lower-bound on εi, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, we cannot select
ν arbitrary small, as in Theorem 1.

The measurement noise can be used to model possible
interference in the communication channel due to the si-
multaneous transmission of two or more sensor nodes. In
addition, the impact of possible delays in the received mea-
surements packets can be modeled as addictive measure-
ment noise when the transmission delays smaller than the
inter-transmission time. Indeed, denote with tik, k P R¡0,
the transmission instants of sensor i, with i P t1, . . . Nu
and with τ ik P R¡0 the transmission delay at time tik. Un-
der the small delay assumption, see e.g., [47], we have that
the delay τ ik is smaller than the inter-event time tik�1� t

i
k,

for all i P t1, . . . Nu, k P R¡0. Due to the delay, for all
t P rtik, t

i
k�τ

i
kq the observer uses ȳipt

i
k�1q instead of ȳipt

i
kq.

When the transmission is triggered (at time tik), from (5)
and (15), we have |ȳipt

i
k�1q�yipt

i
kq| � |ȳipt

i
k�1q� ȳipt

i
kq| �

γ�1
i pσiαipηipt

i
kqq � εiq :� ∆i

k P R¡0. Thus, for all
t P rtik, t

i
k � τ ikq the observer uses ȳipt

i
kq with the error

due to the delay, equal to ȳipt
i
k�1q � yipt

i
kq, whose norm is

smaller than ∆i
k. As a consequence, |ȳipt

i
k�1q�yipt

i
kq| can

be modeled as measurement noise with bounded norm.

7.2. Triggering the input u

When the input u to (2) is communicated to the observer
over a digital network, Assumption 1 does not hold. We
explain how to define a triggering rule for u in this case so
that the previous results apply mutatis mutandis.

Let ū be the networked version of u available to the
observer. Between two successive transmission instants,
using zero-order-hold device we have 9ū � 0, and when the
input is sent, u� � u.We define the input network-induced
error eu as eu :� ū � u and the observer equations in (7)
becomes

9z � fopz, ū, ȳ, ŷq � fopz, u� eu, y � e, ŷq,

x̂ � ψpzq, ŷ � hpx̂q.
(48)

In this new setting, where also the input is sampled, As-
sumption 2 needs to be modified so that an input-to-state

stability property holds also with respect to the input
sampled-induced error eu.

Assumption 4. There exist α, α, α, γ1, . . . , γN , θ, γu
P K8, V : Rnx � Rnz Ñ R¥0 continuously differentiable,
such that for all x P Rnx , z P Rnz , u P Rnu , e P Rny ,
ŷ P Rny , v P Rnv , eu P Rnu , (12) holds and

αp|x� ψpzq|q ¤ V px, zq ¤ αp|ψ�Rpxq � z|q (49)

x∇V px, zq, pfppx, u, vq, fopz, u� eu, y � e, ŷqqy ¤

�αpV px, zqq �
N°
i�1

γip|ei|q � θp|v|q � γup|eu|q.
(50)

For many classes of observers in the literature, if the ob-
server is input-to-state stable with respect to v, then it is
also input-to-state stable with respect to eu, see [27] for
more details.

Based on Assumption 4, we can design the triggering
rule for the input similarly to the triggering rule designed
in (15) for the output yi, with i P t1, . . . , Nu. In particu-
lar, let ηu be an auxiliary scalar variable, whose equations
during flows and jumps are, respectively,

9ηu �� αupηuq � cuγup|eu|q �: `upηu, euq

η�u � buηu
(51)

where γu comes from Assumption 4 and αu P K8, cu ¥ 0
and bu P r0, 1s are design function and parameters. An
input data is transmitted to the observer when the condi-
tion

γup|eu|q ¥ σuαupηuq � εu (52)

is satisfied, where σu ¥ 0 and εu ¡ 0 are design param-
eters. As for the output triggering rule, parameter εu is
needed to avoid the Zeno phenomena. In this new setting,
all previous stability results apply similarly. Moreover, to
have an individual minimum inter-event time a sufficient
condition is that the input u is continuously differentiable
and | 9u| ¤ Eu, where Eu is any positive constant.

8. Numerical case study

We design the event-triggered observer presented in this
paper to a flexible joint robotic arm [48]. For this appli-
cation, our framework is relevant in scenarios where the
observer is not co-located with the robotic arm and com-
municates with it through a digital network. In this case
study, we consider two sensor nodes, but the results would
also be relevant if we would have only one node. The sys-
tem model is described by

9x � Ax�Bu�GσpHxq � v

y � Cx�m,
(53)

where the system state that need to be estimated is x :�
px1, x2, x3, x4q, while the measured output y is defined as
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y :� py1, y2q � px1, x2q. The system matrices are

A �

�
���

0 1 0 0
�48.6 �1.25 48.6 0

0 0 0 1
19.5 0 �19.5 0

�
��� , B �

�
���

0
21.6

0
0

�
��� ,

G �

�
���

0
0
0
�1

�
��� , HJ �

�
���

0
0
1
0

�
��� , CJ �

�
���

1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

�
��� ,

(54)

and σpHxq � 3.3 sinpx3q for any x P R4. As in [48],
we assume that the input is uptq � sinptq for all t P
R¥0. Moreover, we consider the disturbance input vptq �
0.02p0, 1, 0, 1q sinp0.4tq for all t P R¥0 and the measure-
ment noise mptq � 0.01p0, 1q sinp0.3tq for all t P R¥0. We
design a continuous-time observer

9x̂ � Ax̂�Bu�GσpHx̂q � Lpy � ŷq

ŷ � Cx̂,
(55)

where L P R4�2 is the observer gain that is designed
following a polytopic approach [49]. To do so, we solve
the linear matrix inequalities PA�WC � PGi �GJ

i P �
AJP � CJWJ ¤ �Q, i P t1, 2u, with P P R4�4 sym-
metric positive definite and W :� PL P R4�2, where

G1 :�

�
���

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 3.3 0

�
��� , G2 :�

�
���

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 �3.3 0

�
��� and Q � I4.

We obtain L �

�
���

0.58 �42.96
�4.67 2.83
3.16 49.25
16.34 88.46

�
���. Note that, observer (55)

is in the form of (3) with z � x̂. Defining the Lyapunov
function V pξq :� ξJPξ for any ξ P R4, where ξ :� x� x̂ is
the state estimation error, Assumption 2 is satisfied with

αpsq � λminpQq�cv�c1�c2
λmaxpP q

s, θpsq � 1
cv
}P }

2
|s|2, γ1psq �

1
c1
}PL1}

2
|s|2 and γ2psq �

1
c2
}PL2}

2
|s|2, where cv, c1, c2

are parameters chosen such that cv ¡ 0, c1 ¡ 0, c2 ¡ 0 and
λminpQq � cv � c1 � c2 ¡ 0, while L1 and L2 are the first
and the second column of the matrix gain L, respectively.

We have first simulated the event-triggered observer
(16)-(23) with σ1 � 600, σ2 � 800, c1 � 0.001, c2 � 0.001,
b1 � 1, b2 � 1, α1psq � a1s, with a1 � 2, α2psq � a2s,
with a2 � 3, ε1 � 10 and ε2 � 10. With this choice
of parameters the conditions σ1c1   1 and σ2c2   1 are
satisfied and Theorems 1 and 2 apply. Moreover, the con-

dition
��� Bhipxq

Bx fppx,wq
��� ¤ E is satisfied for i P t1, 2u, for E

large enough and Theorem 4 applies. Thanks to the free-
dom on the choice of γi in Remark 1, we do not need to
use γ1, γ2 coming from Assumption 2, as explained in Sec-
tion 4, but we can select any γ1, γ2 such that γ1psq � l1s

2

and γ2psq � l2s
2, with l1 ¡ 0 and l2 ¡ 0, which are thus

additional design parameters. We select γ1psq � 5s2 and
γ2psq � 5s2.

We have considered the following initial conditions
xp0, 0q � p3, 2, 3,�2q, x̂p0, 0q � p0, 0, 0, 0q, ep0, 0q � p0, 0q
and ηp0, 0q � p10, 10q. In Figure 3, we provide the plots
obtained for the plant states and its estimates, in Fig-
ure 4 the plot related to the norm of the estimation error
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Figure 3: State x and state estimate x̂
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Figure 4: Norm of the state estimation error |ξ| :� |x� x̂|

is shown, while in Figure 5 the inter-transmissions time
is reported. From these figures, it is clear that all state
estimation error practically converge. Moreover, the mini-
mum inter-event time measured is 0.201 s for sensor 1 and
0.112 s for sensor 2.

We have also analyzed the impact of the design param-
eters, in particular we focus on the effect of σ1, σ2, ε1, ε2,
a1, a2, l1 and l2. We have run for this purpose simulations
with different parameters configurations and 100 different
initial conditions for each chosen parameters configuration.
In particular, x1p0, 0q and x3p0, 0q were selected randomly
in the interval r0, 20s, while x2p0, 0q and x4p0, 0q were cho-
sen randomly in the interval r0, 10s. The initial conditions
of the observer states x̂1p0, 0q, x̂2p0, 0q, x̂3p0, 0q, x̂4p0, 0q
and of the network-induced errors e1p0, 0q, e2p0, 0q were
always selected equal to 0, while η1p0, 0q � η2p0, 0q � 10
in all simulations. For all the choice of parameters, we
have evaluated the number of transmissions in the (con-
tinuous) time interval r0, 30s on average and the maximum
ultimate bound on the state estimation error in the time
interval r20, 30s averaged over all simulations. The data
collected are shown in Table 1. The same analysis was
repeated also in the case where the system is not affected
by the disturbance input v and the measurement noise m.
In Table 1 the data collected in this configuration are also
reported.

Table 1 shows that choice of the design parameters im-
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Table 1: Average number of transmissions in the time interval r0, 30s and maximum absolute value of the state estimation error |ξ| for
t P r20, 30s with different choices for σ1, σ2, ε1, ε2, a1, a2, l1 and l2, both with and without disturbance input and measurement noise.

σ1 σ2 ε1 ε2 a1 a2 l1 l2 Transmissions |ξ| Transmissions |ξ|
with v and m with v and m without v and m without v and m

600 800 10 10 2 3 5 5 163 0.0236 167 6.32 � 10�5

600 800 1 1 2 3 5 5 497 0.0235 515 2.13 � 10�5

600 800 100 100 2 3 5 5 47 0.0236 49 2.34 � 10�4

600 800 1000 1000 2 3 5 5 10 0.0234 7 2.63 � 10�4

0 0 10 10 2 3 5 5 452 0.0238 474 4.02 � 10�5

300 400 10 10 2 3 5 5 221 0.0235 214 4.98 � 10�5

950 950 10 10 2 3 5 5 148 0.0236 156 7.43 � 10�5

600 800 10 10 1 1.5 5 5 126 0.0238 125 1.14 � 10�4

600 800 10 10 4 6 5 5 223 0.0235 228 6.08 � 10�5

600 800 10 10 10 10 5 5 267 0.0234 238 4.01 � 10�5

600 800 10 10 2 3 1 1 55 0.0236 52 2.01 � 10�4

600 800 10 10 2 3 10 10 256 0.0236 256 2.54 � 10�5

600 800 10 10 2 3 100 100 922 0.0236 923 9.88 � 10�7
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Figure 5: Inter-transmissions times (sensor 1 top, sensor 2 bottom)

pacts the average number of transmissions both when the
system is affected by the additional disturbance input v
and measurement noise m and when it is not. Moreover,
data shows that the ultimate bound of the estimation er-
ror is small in all the chosen configurations and that the
obtained values are not significantly affected by the choice
of the parameters in presence of noise m and disturbance
v, but this is no longer true when those are absent.

9. Conclusions

We have presented a decentralized event-triggered ob-
server design for perturbed nonlinear systems. We have
designed for this purpose new dynamic triggering rules for
each sensor node to define the transmissions over the digi-
tal network. We have formally established a uniform global
practical stability property for the estimation error and
we guarantee the existence of a uniform, strictly positive
time between any two transmissions of each sensor node.
Moreover, the proposed triggering rule does not require
significant computation capability on the smart sensor, as
it only needs to run a local scalar filter. We have also
shown how the triggering rule can be generalized and how
to cope with measurement noise and/or sampled input.

It would be interesting in future work to tailor the re-
sults to specific classes of systems and observers, as we

did for linear time-invariant systems in [34]. Another rele-
vant research direction would be to take into account other
network effects such as delays and packet losses, by taking
inspiration from e.g., [50, 51].

Appendix A. Technical lemmmas

We present two technical lemmas. The first one is about
the change of the supply rates and generalizes [52, Theo-
rem 1].

Lemma 1. Let f : Rnx �Rnu1 � � � � �RnuN Ñ Rnx , with
nx, nu1 , . . . , nuN

P N. Suppose there exist V : Rnx Ñ R¥0,
with nx P N¡0 continuously differentiable, αV , αV , α,
γ1, . . . , γN P K8 such that for all x P Rnx , ui P Rnui ,

αV p|x|q ¤ V pxq ¤ αV p|x|q

x∇V pxq, pfpx, u1, . . . uN qqy ¤ �αp|x|q �
Ņ

i�1

γip|ui|q.

(A.1)
Then, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu and any given γ̃i P K8 veri-
fying γiprq � Opγ̃iprqq as r Ñ 8, there exist αW , αW , α̃
and W : Rnx Ñ R¥0 continuously differentiable such that
for all x P Rnx , ui P Rnui ,

αW p|x|q ¤W pxq ¤ αW p|x|q (A.2)

x∇W pxq, fpx, u1, . . . uN qy ¤ �α̃p|x|q �
Ņ

i�1

γ̃ip|ui|q. (A.3)

Sketch of proof: The proof follows similar steps as the
proof of [52, Theorem 1]. Let W :� ρ � V where ρ is a
K8-function defined as ρpsq :�

³s
0
qptqdt, where q is a suit-

ably chosen smooth non-decreasing function from r0,8q
to r0,8q, which satisfies qptq ¡ 0 for t ¡ 0. Hence,
the function W is continuously differentiable and posi-
tive definite by properties of ρ and V . As a consequence,
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there exist αW P K8 and αW P K8 such that (A.2)
is satisfied. Following similar steps as in the proof of
[52, Theorem 1] we obtain x∇W pxq, fpx, u1, . . . uN qy ¤
N°
i�1

�
qpV pxqq

�
� 1
N αp|x|q � γip|ui|q

��
instead of [52, Equa-

tion (4)] and

x∇W pxq, fpx, u1, . . . uN qy ¤

N°
i�1

�
qpϑip|ui|qqγip|ui|q �

1
2N qpαV p|x|qqαp|x|q

�
(A.4)

instead of [52, Equation (6)] with ϑi :� αV � α
�1p2Nγiq P

K8, for any i P t1, . . . , Nu. Since γip|ui|q � Opγ̃ip|ui|qq
as |ui| Ñ 8, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, following the same
arguments as in the proof of [52, Theorem 1] we obtain
that, for all i P t1, . . . , Nu, there exists qi smooth non-
decreasing function such that qip0q � 0 and

qipϑip|ui|qqγip|ui|q ¤ γ̃ip|ui|q. (A.5)

Note that the condition qip0q � 0 does not come from the
proof of [52, Theorem 1], but the proof applies by adding
this extra condition. We define q̃ :� mintq1, . . . , qNu. Note
that q̃ is a positive definite, non-decreasing function. Using
[53, Lemma 1] we have that there exists a function q P K,
smooth on R¡0, so that qpsq ¤ q̃psq ¤ qipsq for all s ¥ 0,
for all i P t1, . . . , Nu. Combining the last inequality with
(A.4), (A.5), and defining α̃ P K8 as in the proof of [52,
Theorem 1] we obtain (A.3), which concludes the proof. �

The next lemma is related to the decay rate of the Lya-
punov function in Remark 3.

Lemma 2. Consider system (16)-(23) and suppose As-
sumptions 1-2 hold. For any αU P K8 such that αU ¤ α,
any compact set M � Q and any ν ¡ 0, select σi, ci,
εi, di, bi and δi as in Theorem 1 for all i P t1, . . . , Nu
and define d :� maxtd1, . . . , dNu. Select αi P K8 such

that min
!
δ1α1

�
s
dN

	
, . . . , δNαN

�
s
dN

	)
¥ ψMpsq for all

s ¥ 0, where ψM P K8 is the modulus of continuity of
the function αU in the compact set M. Then, for any
q P C XM and any w PW,

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αU pUpqqq � ν � θp|v|q, (A.6)

with U defined in (25) and θ P K8 comes from Assump-
tion 2. Moreover, (A.6) holds globally, i.e., for any q P C
and w PW, when α P K8 is uniformly continuous or when
α P K8 is subadditive, i.e. αps1q�αps2q ¥ αps1 � s2q, for
all s1, s2 ¥ 0 and αi P K8 with i P t1, . . . , Nu are selected

such that αi

�
s
dN

	
¥ αpsq

δi
for all s ¥ 0.

Proof: We first show that we can ensure any decay rate
αU on flows for U along solutions to (16)-(23) with αU P
K8 and αU ¤ α on any given compact set by suitably
selecting αi in (14), for all i P t1, . . . , Nu.

Let M � Q be a compact set, q P C XM and w P W,

from (27) and by using [41, Lemma 4] we obtain

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy

¤ �αpV px, zqq � αη

� N°
i�1

diηi

	
� ν � θp|v|q,

(A.7)

where αηpsq :� min
!
δ1α1

�
s
dN

	
, . . . , δNαN

�
s
dN

	)
P K8,

with d :� maxtd1, . . . , dNu. Take any αU P K8 such
that αU ¤ α on M. From the Heine-Canton theorem,
we have that αU is uniformly continuous on M. Apply-
ing [54, Proposition A.2.1] we have that, for all q P M,

αU

�
V px, zq �

N°
i�1

diηi

	
� αU

�
V px, zq

	
¤ ψM

� N°
i�1

diηi

	
,

where ψM P K8 is the modulus of continuity of αU . Se-
lecting αi P K8, i P t1, . . . , Nu such that, for all s ¥ 0,

αηpsq � min
!
δ1α1

�
s
dN

	
, . . . , δNαN

�
s
dN

	)
¥ ψMpsq,

we obtain from (A.7), x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αpV px, zqq �

αη

� N°
i�1

diηi

	
� ν � θp|v|q ¤ �αpV px, zqq � αU

�
V px, zq �

N°
i�1

diηi

	
� αU

�
V px, zq

	
� ν � θp|v|q, and since αU ¤ α,

x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αU

�
V px, zq�

N°
i�1

diηi

	
�ν�θp|v|q �

�αU pUpqqq � ν � θp|v|q. Moreover, when α P K8 is uni-
formly continuous the result is global for all αU P K8 such
that αU ¤ α and αU uniformly continuous. This comes
directly from the first part of this proof.

We now prove the last part of the lemma, in par-
ticular we prove that (A.6) holds globally when α P
K8 is subadditive, i.e. αps1q � αps2q ¥ αps1 � s2q,
for all s1, s2 ¥ 0 and αi P K8 with i P t1, . . . , Nu

are selected such that αi

�
s
dN

	
¥ αpsq

δi
for all s ¥ 0.

From (A.7) we have x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αpV px, zqq �

αη

� N°
i�1

diηi

	
� ν � θp|v|q,¤ �αpV px, zqq � α

� N°
i�1

diηi

	
�

ν � θp|v|q, where the last inequality comes from αηpsq �

min
!
δ1α1

�
s
dN

	
, . . . , αN

�
s
dN

	)
¥ αpsq, for all s ¥ 0.

Since α is subadditive, we obtain x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤

�α
�
V px, zq�

N°
i�1

diηi

	
�ν�θp|v|q � �αpUpqqq�ν�θp|v|q

and since αU ¤ α, x∇Upqq, F pq, wqy ¤ �αU pUpqqq � ν �
θp|v|q. �
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